A hypothetical consciousness mesh theory (CM theory) composed of multiple consciousness mesh layer (mCML) is developed on the basis of scientific evidences. Various virtual terms were defined to visualize the consciousness realities such as consciousness fiber, aggregate and aggregate cluster, which develop to the formation of self, life cycle and experiences. The pathway dependent consciousness process with 3-way branching perception logic was described. The CM theory was applied to food related conscious and non-conscious issues such as food acceptance, consumption, virtual food and cognitive sensory evaluation (CSE) method. Using the CSE method food consumer's response reflecting unconscious mind set can be visualized as a barcode and table-set patterns for food item. Based on CML process logic, food acceptance model was developed and practiced for several food items and food related behaviors. Effect of pregnancy to food related response was also studied focusing on morning sickness of pregnant women group, and a remarkable difference between pregnant experience and non-pregnant experience women group in their responses.
Introduction
Food scientists understand that the individuals' state of mind affects food and food-related behaviors, and that the self has an immense influence on food life including choice, purchase, and consumption of food. In this line, psychological approach is increasingly importance of food science, particularly in the sensorial and industrial fields because material and mind are inseparable nature in many aspects.
First, psychologists have a better understanding of the mind than food scientists, but they know less about material field, and the mind-body problem is an equally important issue in all academic fields (Dy, 2001 ). However, consciousness is defined differently in various fields: the mind in general, awareness in the medical sector, spirit in religion, and so on. The awareness and it is divided into self-awareness, higher-order awareness, and medical awareness. (Hohwy, 2009; Massimini et al., 2005; Owen et al., 2006; Ferrarelli et al., 2010) . Many scientists claim that the mind is brain activity that gives rise to consciousness (Shepherd, 1994) . Consciousness is also considered as experience, or sometimes called content-consciousness (Hohwy, 2009 ).
So far, the known features of consciousness are that it is invisible, non-material, controls animals, has a non-locality role in every living creature, and is empty, among other qualities like eternality and infinity.
As we try to consider food resources from a consciousness perspective, we face the difficulty of how to link awareness of plants to a higher level of human consciousness and unconsciousness. Prior to discussing the involvement of unconscious processes in the experience of food taste, it is also necessary to provide a brief review of the terminology associated with this phenomenon due to big differences between medical, cognitive, psychological, and religious sectors regarding its definition and effects.
This definition may also be confused with the psychoanalytic notion of unconscious cognitive processes (e.g., implicit cognition) that occur outside of awareness (Epstein, 1994; Kiefer & Brendel, 2006) . Food digestion is also processed unconsciously. In psychology, consciousness is considered to be the means by which we think, decide, and act. Bargh et al. (1996) believed that consciousness initiates a multi-step process by which the new slow behaviors we seek to adopt are repeated and reinforced to such an extent that these behaviors eventually become more rapid and automatic until they occur automatically without any conscious effort. Hence, unconsciousness achieved in this way is understood as effective with regard to judging and decision making (Williams et al., 2009 ).
The most influential modern physical theories of consciousness are based on psychology and neuroscience. Theories proposed by neuroscientists such as Edelman (1992) and Damasio (1999) , and by philosophers such as Dennette (1991) seek to explain consciousness in terms of neural events occurring within the brain. Many other neuroscientists, such as Koch (2004) claimed that human body is controlled by the brain composed of a complex, Neuronal Correlates of Consciousness (NCC) may be linked with consciousness) (Koch & Tononi 2008 ).
These efforts, however, are almost based on the hardware connectivity of neurons neglecting software nature of consciousness. Hawkins (2005) developed brain theory based on hierarchical structure found in the structure of neocortex where high level knowledge of sensory data is stored. In short, brain is functioning as a hierarchical consciousness structure. Wilson (1977) explains each of the eight brains, circuit theory, and it is comparable to the hierarchical consciousness theory developed by Buddhist concept of Indra's net from the Avatamsaka Sutra (Keown, 2003) . Hierarchical temporal memory (HTM) is a machine learning model developed by Hawkins and Sandra (2005) . Author has set out the development of a fundamental consciousness mesh theory based on scientific evidences, although issues with debate on scientific fields such as quantum physics, astrophysics, neuroscience, biology, and cognitive sciences.
Hypothesis of Consciousness Mesh Theory

Premise for Consciousness Mesh Theory
Considering the above mentioned nature of the mind or consciousness, author summarized the notions similar to consciousness found in several scientific fields as the followings:
-The visible material world is fundamentally empty and inter-linked in terms of the coherent; and the role of the observer is accepted as important (Quantum physics, (Pais, 1991; Heisenberg, 1927; Gasiorowicz, 1974; Goswami, 1993) ).
-Empty space of the universe is filled with invisible dark matter and dark energy as the basic framework (Astrophysics, (Trimble, 1987; Hinshaw, 2010; Copi et al., 1995; Bergstrom, 2000; Bertone et al., 2005; Peebles & Ratra, 2003; Jarosik et al., 2010) ).
-Living material is composed of electrons and protons, and any compound is constructed by the options of binding bonds among atoms (Chemistry).
-Living beings with different sizes and intelligent have been developed from a cell that has a membrane to protect itself from the external world. They have a hierarchical information processing system with chemical and genetic signals for the self and similarity among species exist in terms of genetic code (Biology, (Koch, 2004; Paradiso, 2002) ). Visible and sensible material world may be a representative phenomenon of invisible consciousness. The conscious world is filled up by consciousness itself, whatever the structure is or whether the universe originally emerged from consciousness.
Classification of Consciousness with Unified Scale of Layer
In order to simplify the complicated world of consciousness the analogy of a light prism may be helpful. Before sunlight passes through a prism, light is colorless or invisible, but after passing through the prism, seven colors or rainbow bands appear, each visible color having different band widths. Scientists have agreed to put various electromagnetic waves into a single unified scale of wave length, and we can relate wave energies to wave length in terms of Hz units. The classification of sunlight would be impossible without interfacing substance and quartz prism; similarly, our original consciousness can be diversified into various states of consciousness by interfacing the biological body or brain of individual beings.
In this perspective consciousness and unconsciousness should be placed on the same continuum within boundaries based on their functions and tasks as like the different lights arrayed in single magnetic wave spectrum. In a similar way, unconsciousness dominates consciousness and occupies a higher position in terms of the hierarchical structure of the mind in a consciousness spectrum.
Author attempted to categorize consciousness into levels or layers in accordance with intelligent level of beings as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Although single cell, plant and insect are different in terms of biological level, they have similar genetic codes maps with which the more precise identifications and classification is possible as well acknowledged in many life science fields such as microbiology, plant physiology, animal science and medical science.
There is no doubt that every living being has identical DNA sequence as the fundamental building block. And there are so many living beings which have no brain at all such as plant and microorganism, a few primitive types such as sponges and jellyfish which have no neuron cell (Seipel & Schmid, 2005) . For example, tomato knows how to grow and regulate flowing and the number of fruits being accommodated at given growing state and environments. It indicates that plant has awareness, and that plant has some types of consciousness through which it can sense and communicate with signals from root to leaves.
Leaves send signals to the tip of the shoot telling them to start making flowers (Chamovitz & Cook, 2012) .
In this vein, we can say that awareness is a part of consciousness activities which can be classified as low level of consciousness spectrum.
Movement of Consciousness
In general, we are prone to sensing something in the outside world and responding to it. It means that information processing of signal transfers occur at every moment of our life (Lodish et al, 2000) . In this regard, the primary concern is to investigate whether movement of the mind is observable, as is the case with materials such as electrons, atoms, molecules, and organs in a living body.
And it is also important to know what type of movement is feasible among linear, spinning, orbiting, pulsing, bio-rhythm, waves, cycling of day-and-night, birth-and-death rhythms and so forth.
After confirmation of the movement, the search for the cause of movement will commence. The moving phenomena may be summarized as the following: Figure 1 . Classification of consciousness with the unified consciousness level or layer.
-Everything in the universe is moving or changing in terms of existing states just like any substance on a moving ship does, because the ship is sailing on waves, over the sea.
-There are two types of movement: passive movement within a system and active movement independent of a system. For example, a sailing ship belongs to active movement while the items in the ship are involved in passive movement. If one closely watches water in a cup, it seems to be static, but, in fact, it is in a dynamic state because electrons of water molecules are moving and, thus, we have to say that everything is involved in passive movement. In contrast, the observer does not move. From this we can see that movement is one aspect of the dualistic nature of phenomena. Given movement in a consciousness system, we face the fundamental question of how this is possible in the empty space of a non-material medium because any movement has to be described by a particle or wave of mass, as stated in quantum physics (Gasiorowicz, 1974) .
Nevertheless, we can describe the movement in the consciousness system as the following:
-Direction of mind movement is not always straight, but involves a non-defaulted direction or path (e.g., thoughts of my child hinder other thought directions).
-Speed of mind is unpredictable; sometimes it is too fast or, in some cases, too slow to be measurable, and is beyond the concept of time and space (There appear to be no differences in thinking time between thinking about one child at home and the other abroad).
-Various states of mind arise from sensing an object outside and interlinked with the relevant subjective images inside the mind and, thus, they are interconnected (seeing, feeling, thought, awareness, speculation constitute a multi-level in-depth hierarchy).
These facts provide very valuable information for the development of consciousness theory because all phenomena in this universe are a representation of the mind, as seen in any chemical reaction where a reactant can be identified from the resultant products.
Structure of Consciousness Mesh (CM) System
Overall Structure of CM-System
In line with the above mentioned premises, the author has proposed the model of consciousness system and described its theoretical feasibility by referencing certain relevant cases (Chun, 2000 (Chun, , 2002 . In short, the assumptions are that all material phenomena are constructed images in the consciousness system, and the structural properties of consciousness involve space and time.
Before discussing the consciousness system, there is the question of what it looks like. Is it shaped as a square or sphere? If consciousness is non-material and empty, how can we guess its shape? So far there is no answer. Author as-sumes that the consciousness system is shaped like a sphere because every existing biological being begun from an egg, wherein a round-shaped nucleus exists; furthermore, they are living on a round earth, with a round sun, while the earth spins in a circular orbit.
As long as life is inseparable from consciousness, the prime purpose of structural design have to be a protection of self against external environment, so called stealth function, and thus its size should be as small as possible to avoid the search of enemies.
Another vital factor is that it should have as many tools for the limited volume to insure permanent life span to survive from internal and external stress or pressure. Mechanical engineers know that the structure to meet these constrictions is a spherical shape.
So far as consciousness accommodates and controls living beings, consciousness may be spherical, just as a child takes after a parent. Consequently, the cross section structure of consciousness may be a sphere having multiple layers, as shown in Figure 2 .
Once a hypothetical model has been constructed, we need to examine its context. Specialists have invented technical terms to explore context and underlying reality. Insofar as consciousness has an invisible nature, like emptiness, new terminologies are necessary to talk about what its structure and components are.
Consciousness Fiber and Consciousness Mesh
The first term with this regard is the consciousness fiber (CF) as the essential element, and it has an identical meaning to that of thought thread as illustrated in Figure 3 .
For instance, when we encounter an emotional event, we are used to say an expression of "Touching" that means "a connecting" to our minds.
The second term is the consciousness mesh (CM), which is webbed by consciousness fibers, CFs. When two people talk face-to-face across a table, there will be a communication line called a CF. If they debate an issue, they can reach an agreement at an appropriate point of compromise, as illustrated in Figure   4 (a). If the distance between two people doubles, the CF is automatically doubled in length without breaking and, in this manner, the CF has a flexible nature as long as the communication continues. When two people agree perfectly, the agreement node occurs at the middle of the CF at M, and if partial agreement in favor of one side is reached, the node will be located either to the left (L) or right (R), as seen in Figure 4 (a).
If four persons are debating an issue, the agreement will occur to the point "Yes" after exchanging their thoughts; in other words, at the intersection point of two CFs of A-C and B-D, as illustrated in Figure 4 (b). Accordingly, versatile geometrical structures of the consciousness mesh (CM) are easily shaped due to the flexible nature of the CF. Suppose several people are talking or sitting at a distance across a rectangular table from others; the consciousness fibers form a layer of CM (CM layer, CML) composed of many unit CM (uCM), as illustrated in Figure 5 .
The diversity of the shape of unit CM (uCM) can cause directional alteration of consciousness flow or transfer, which will be described later. The diversity of uCM comes from the nature of the consciousness agreement because the agreement is made by accepting the other's thought, whatever the degree, as is shown in Figure 4 (b). Thus, we can produce a thinking connection, called CF, having starting, arrival, and nodal points in between. For instance, as we sit on chairs in a room in Seoul and exchange thoughts with a friend of NY about our sons and daughters, talking about their current job situations, will constitute another dimension or direction of the thinking thread, or CF, resulting in a 3 dimensional CM (3D-CM) system.
As mentioned previously, CF and CM have flexibility in terms of time and space. This is the way the CM is constructed, and once consciousness meshes are shaped, they are fixed by the consciousness coherent force (C-coef, force acting at CF node), but varied with respect to size and shape, due to its flexible nature.
The consciousness mesh (CM) concept arises from the fact that everything, from Figure 5 . The diverse forms of uCM formed by several consciousness fibers. an atom to the universe, resides in a closure-like cell membrane, capsule, or shell, whatever their sizes and surface appearances are. Assuming the consciousness world has a space, which is defined in a volumetric way, such as a 3-dimensional scale, the space is filled with multiple shells or CM layers.
Consciousness Mesh Layer
The CM system is composed of a multi-layer consciousness mesh (mCML), which has different mesh size intervals; the smallest one at the bottom layer (outside) and the largest at the top layer (inside), as shown in Figure 6 .
The small CM may be as small as an angstrom, to accommodate atoms, and the bigger one may be huge enough to hold stars or the galaxy. In between, uncountable numbers of CML of different sizes are positioned.
Humans may be positioned across several of the multiple consciousness layers, mCML. Due to the structural feature of multiple layers interlinked, layer after layer, we can imagine cubic cells or void spaces between the upper and lower layers. Accordingly, the 3D-CML contains a huge number of void spaces, to accommodate things of various sizes, just like a sponge block. In general, mesh has apertures or holes, and mesh is widely used to screen particles; the screening principle is based on the size of the apertures through which particles can pass (undersize) or not (oversize). The following are examples of technology applied to mesh devices: wire mesh, bio-mesh, bio-phore, bio-tubing, and so forth.
The finest mesh at the lowest CML (Figure 6(a) ) is more likely to retain tiny beings in the relevant CML but, as the higher CML the larger beings are reside (Figure 6(b) ), and thus such tiny beings are less likely to be retained by the bigger size of the mesh.
Consciousness Coherent Force and Consciousness Fiber Fragment
The third term is that of the consciousness coherent force (C-cohf) defined as a force acting on and around the CM, by analogy to electrostatic force having positive and negative charges. Similarly C-cohf has both attraction and repulsion The exchange of thought constitutes communication with all its forms. In general, we communicate with words and sentences, but many unnecessary or meaningless sound words are inserted between sentences, such as "Eh, umm, yaa, ooh, etc" and body language. These types of expression are sometimes helpful for the continuation of talk, but would not be used in an official report.
From the consciousness perspective, they constitute a fragment of the CF, a socalled consciousness fiber fragment, CF-frag. The destination of CF-frags will be described in later sections. Given the C-cohf and flexibility of the CF, the CM attracts everything, including CF-frags and, at the same time, it produces CFfrags by repulsing the action of C-cohf.
Transfer Phenomena of Consciousness
Route of Consciousness Transfer
If the consciousness system is filled with consciousness, we face the question of how thought travels because it corresponds to the case of a volume of water traveling through a water medium. To make a particular volume of water move apart from the surrounding water, energy pressure must be applied to the particular water volume of a given direction. In case of at the x-axis flow will cause agitation phenomena in the medium because the cavity formed by the displacement of a mass has to be filled, and thus movement toward the y-axis results an agitation of medium due to the changes of potential and kinetic energy. The CM layer (CML) provides holes or tunnels that are filled with consciousness and thus, it seems that there is no room for thought to flow, as the case of water. Similarly, the motivation of any behavior like a talking and thinking something will serve as energy input in CML to produce agitation. A gap is, however, generated, momentarily, by passing a thought from one location (event) to another location while leaving some type of stress at surrounding areas.
According to the intensity of a thought, the length and size of the gap are determined and the stress developed by the transfer impacts the surrounding medium wherein some type of sensible response occurs. The sensible product is a fragment of consciousness, the debris of the CML web. It is comparable to sailing a boat on a lake where there is nothing in the water but vanishing waves.
However, sand dunes at the shore are affected and, on observing the state of the sand at the shore, we are aware that something may have happened in the middle of the lake. In this manner, consciousness fragments, CF-frags, are produced as the resulting product accompanying consciousness transfer.
Increasing the number of thoughts accounts for the continuing vibration of the entire CM system, producing more CF-frags.
Property of Consciousness Transfer
A possible way to grasp the consciousness flow is through the example of particular conductance, like copper and lead for electron transfer or glass fiber for light passage, as an analogy for neuron fiber and neuron signaling in the brain (Lodish et al., 2000) . In such cases, medium disturbance can be minimized and kept from external influence, as observed in social communication and transportation systems. This is similar to neural signal transfer of neural fibers.
Another concern is the speed and direction of the consciousness transfer; to cope with such situations, a conceptual approach will be needed to understand the dynamic movement of consciousness and the stream of consciousness.
We can imagine that the mind moves through a consciousness network, densely webbed all over the CM system, and that the particular structure of the web affects the speed and direction of transfer. Assuming that consciousness flows through the consciousness fiber (CF), a diagonal mesh structure of unit CM (uCM) will be served as transfer route of consciousness as shown in Figure   7 .
The 3D structure of the unit CM (uCM) makes the transfer easy to navigate across various flow directions. 
Consciousness Realities in CM System
Consciousness Aggregate and Cluster
Other important terminology is the consciousness aggregate (CA), which is essential for understanding further aspects of the CM system, focusing on the fundamental reality of self and subjective experience. Before mentioning the consciousness aggregate, we need to talk a little more about the CF-frag. According to the flexibility nature of the consciousness fiber, the CM slab has a flexible textural property, such as that seen in liquids or soft jelly. Any internal or external force impacts the slab, and the absorbed force spreads across the entire region of CML, many CF-frags are produced as the side product or waste.
The alteration of the shape or deformation affects the inner structure of the CM slab in terms of size and void space of the multiple CML (mCML), and results in irregular mesh and matrices nearby as illustrated in Figure 9 .
Deformation includes such changes in unit CM (uCM) as stretching, contracting, or bending back and forth, and the bonding of CFs and CF fragments (CF-frag), due to repulsion-attraction by consciousness coherent force (C-cohf).
In this course, remarkable changes in the regularity of uCM with resulting structural aspects of form and size occur as illustrated in Figure 9 (a) and Figure   9 (b). In general, it causes the reduction of aperture size or void space, and provides more favorable rooms for CF-frag to be trapped inside the mesh ( Figure   9 (b)) than that of the original uCM ( Figure 7 ). Besides the change in the size of uCM, wave movement causes several significant changes in the CM system. One of the properties of the CM matrix is mystic force, called C-cohf, which attracts any floating CF-frag nearby. The retained CF-frags aggregate each other to make a sizable conscious reality, called consciousness aggregate (CA) on a particular CM layer, as illustrated in Figure 9 (c). As consciousness transfer increases, the number of the aggregate CA increase and, thus, the CA serves as the seed of transformation that bonds with nearby CAs to grow from an invisible consciousness reality to a sensible clustered reality, or CA-cluster, CAC (Figure 9 (d)) to be described in more detail later.
The formation of the CA takes place by probability or chance on a given CML environment. In other words, given the presence of CA, there is the possibility of the presence of a sensible being, as a living being. In short, the conditions for the presence of life may be those of CA formation. The chance of CA formation is determined by the size and number of mesh as well as CF-frags available nearby.
The formulated identity CA serves as the basic unit for further development toward the basis of material substance: atoms, molecules, and materials of this universe. Thus, all existing matter such as soil, rock, and water is created in this manner in the CM system. The differences in material size of bio and non-bio materials are caused by differences in the size of CAs; the smaller in small CAs, the larger in large CAs. As an analogue of CA, consider the image of a volleyball player stretching out his or her arms and then the other members stretch their hands over to demonstrate their aggregated willingness to win the game.
Formation of Consciousness Aggregate Cluster
The growth direction of CA is not set, but varies upon circumstances, including the horizontal plane of one layer (a), the vertical bidirectional of upward and downward in a CML (c), and growth across CMLs (d) as illustrated in Figure 10 .
The smaller size or void of the unit consciousness mesh (uCM), the more chances there are to form CA. The CA combines or aggregates with neighbor
CAs to increase its size to the extent that a big "CA reality" is formed, called a CA-cluster (CAC), as shown in Figure 10 Politicians are well aware of the impact of CAC and thus are likely to induce mass rally at public squares to pursue political aims. Furthermore, we know the impact of mass media, which can transform mass aggregated opinion on policy.
Recycling of CF-Frag and CF-Dust
We think continuously throughout our lifetime and, thus, a new CM layer is generated as illustrated in Figure 5 . Insofar as the number of CML is fixed, the oldest one has to be discharged from the CM framework by decomposing itself into fragments, CF-frags. These CF-frags are recycled into CA at other layers where CAs and CACs need CF-frags for further growth in other CM layers. It means that the end points of CA and CAC are found in the same outgoing layer.
The finest CF-frag, to be retained by the densest CML, accordingly the CFdust can not be a consciousness reality of CM system so long as the cycle of CAC is concerned. However, CF-dust converts itself into mass that can combine with CAC-to become a mass-bound CAC, or CACM, which will be also described later.
Hierarchy of CAC and the Self
CAC Potential
The CAC reality ( Figure 10 ) may be used to define the hierarchical nature of the self on the basis of its height and layers rooted. The small CAC at nth CML belongs to a lower living being such as a microorganism. The taller CAC, at a higher n+1th CML, has more capability for formulating intellectual beings; the comparison here is like the difference between insects and humans. From the capability perspective, there are two types of CAC; the CAC at the growth state tagged by CAC+ at growth state and CAC-at the decay state as shown in Figure   11 . As CAC grows, its capability in terms of intelligence develops to awareness of its own presence as an identity called the "Self", whereby subjectivity and objectivity are first shaped. As Descartes said, "I think, therefore I am." (Malcolm, 1965) .
Accordingly, the self is the CAC constructed through several processing steps shaping a life cycle in the CM system; CF-frag → CA formation → CAC formation → Intelligent → Self → subjectivity and objectivity → CAC → CF-frag or CF-dust.
Consciousness realities exist on various grades in CAC, such as microorganism, plants, insects, and animals. The main characteristics of these beings may be classified in terms of their capability of movement. Mold and plant are nonmobile or rooted and, thus, their activities zones are limited to a fixed zone within a few square centimeters. On the other hand insects and animals, including birds, have the capability to move across several acres. According to the concept of CAC potential (CACP), the higher-intelligent being has the bigger CAC, which can be defined by the height of CAC per unit zone or uCM. Humans have relatively wide activity zones, due to having the highest intelligence or the biggest CAC. Thus, the difference in the activity zones of beings is not determined by type of life in the biological kingdom but by activity zone, or intelligence. Therefore, the CAC potential (CACP, see Figure 11 ) or capability of beings should be rated by the activity zone, or intelligence, and it means that the original source of CF-frag whether from low or high CML. The CAC formed with CF-frag at higher CML poses higher capability.
Relationship between CAC and Material
Suppose a couple moved into a new house and found the dining room empty.
They look around the dining room, thinking that it should be equipped with a dining table. The couple are in agreement on their thought (CA); they will continue in this thought agreement process as they consider the desirable size, color, price of the table, and so forth (CA → CAC). These exchanges of thought develop into a clear idea of the desired table_CAC, which leads to the purchase of a 
CAC Mass-Based and CAC Potential Perspectives
The term CACM refers to a hypothetical construct reality that manifests itself in a sensible identity or as materialized self. Before mentioning CAC potential (CACP), I would like to note that CACP has an insensible nature because it is not bounded with mass; rather, it is a highly concentrated CAC, which has little room or void space for any mass to reside.
Therefore, it is easy for CACP to return to its origin in the CM system whenever the environmental conditions are met. As CAC grows, it can expand across the interlayer of multi-layered consciousness, mCML. The bigger the CAC, the wider the scope or area it has, and this potential increases in the same way as the view from an observation tower. When living beings are categorized by CACP, their relevant positions in the mCML will be quite different from those of CACM. From the perspective of CACP, humans are placed at the top of the animal kingdom, controlling this world.
How is it that tiny animal coexist with huge animals? Prey and predators in the food chain can be explained by the CACP approach. Considering the invisibility of CACP, which has more capability than CACM, the consciousness sys-tem is run by capability basis in a hierarchical multi-layered operation system. For instance, humans can control huge animals such as elephants and whales, which are several times bigger than humans on the basis of CACM. Accordingly, prey-and-predator relationship can be validated by the CACP logic.
Consciousness Processing
Three-Way Branching Perception in CML Model
We live by making decisions and choosing the best option among others in a given context. Is there any ubiquitous law regarding making the best choice? It means that self has to choose one out of multiple options. Reverse engineering has been widely applied as a way of establishing the technological principles of a device, object, or system (Eilam & Chikofsky, 2007) , which we can trace back to its fundamental state through analysis of its structure, function, and operation. Using this perspective, Author attempted to generalize a rule of choice at four different academic fields: chemistry, physics, biology, social science, and computer science as illustrated with Figure 12 .
In chemistry, carbon is the most fundamental element in living beings, and it has four covalent bonds with which it can bind to other elements, from hydrogen to large molecules such as amino acids, carbohydrates, and proteins.
In biology, genetic code plays a key role in determining the destination of life by means of a so called triplet code, with codons consisting of three bases coded for specific amino acids, which are the building blocks of protein (Crick et al., 1961) . The triplet code is composed of the combinations of four bases: Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine and Thymine. The form of life is determined by the choice of these bases. In physics, driving car at a cross section of road, we are used to choose one particular way of four options, stop, go straight, turn to the left or the right.
In many social researches including tests in school, the multiple-choice format, choosing one out of four options, is most frequently. These types of choice can be defined as either a three-way-branching-transfer (3-WBT) in general or a three-way-branching-perception (3-WBP), in perception process.
People with different past experiences of food exhibit different feelings regarding the in-take of the food. This suggests that "mind food", the experience of food, defined as Exp_CACM, in their memories affects the individual sensory response to food. Three-way-branching-perception (3-WBP) occurs during the perception process, in CML system. (Chun, 2000 (Chun, , 2001 . The 3-WBP is similar to Alternative Forced Choice (Thurstone, 1927; Ennis, 1998) , but different in its consecutive process of branching. As a consequence, the perception is biased toward the direction where the dominant memories of food, Exp_CAC, are preserved.
Therefore, the apple that I have eaten leaves traces to my CML, as shown in Figure 13 (c), where I, myself, also reside in the same CM web as marked with arrow in Figure 13 (d). Similar model was proposed by Lamme (2004) to explain visual attention and visual consciousness as shown in Figure 14 .
An input stimuli perceive as indicated with thick arrow (a) and two inputs are arrived to brain they are separately transfer (b) and left for a while in the memory area as marked with gray area (c) where recurrent processing take place to reach up to visual cortex hierarchy.
The similarity between the above two models suggests the feasibility of the validity of 3-WBP logic is very promising. 
Food Acceptance Process Based on Vasubandhu's Theory
The perspective that the mind is composed of multiple CML (mCML) and process is based on 3-WBP, the existence of multiple stages of perception or inter-perception is possible. Vasubandhu (400 AD) presented a model of multistage perceptions known as consciousness-only or mere consciousness theory (Anacker, 1984) . He claimed that humans operate in a multilayered, hierarchical structure of consciousness consisting of 4 consciousness layers; three layers (6-CL, 7-CL and 8-CL) operate in higher levels and one sensual layer (5-CL) consisted of 5 sensorial consciousness, operates in the bottom level. His theory is a particular case of human being among many other consciousness beings operated by CM theory. Chun (2002; proposed "The pathway of consciousness Flow" and its simplified one is schematically illustrated in Figure 15 , to show how the system of consciousness interfaces with the external world and generates motivation in the internal world. In neuroscience field, multi perception process was found in primary visual cortex (Paradiso, 2002) .
For instance, food acceptance processing is operated in mCML consisted of 4 CMLs (5, 6, 7, and 8 CL) as illustrated in Figure 15. 
Virtual Food as Virtual Reality in the CM System
Perspectives resting on a mCML approach acknowledge that multiple senses are involved in the perception stage; the concept of virtual food was introduced to explain the intermediate process in the world of consciousness (Chun, 2003) . Virtual food (VF), food-in-mind, mediates the transfer of food-related events among CMLs and emerges from the issues listed in Table 1 .
Like the biochemical synthetic process, reactions are taking place in a sequential manner, and a precursor is required to proceed; VF is needed for food substances to elicit the consciousness reaction. Soon after food is digested, its physical shape collapses leaving behind sensorial stimuli, and it undergoes transformations, passing through multiple perceptions, as part of a sequential process, a stage by stage inter-perception between consciousness layers, CML by CML. Therefore, VF is further classified into three types; VF1, VF2, and VF3, which are engaged as precursors of 5-CL and 6-CL, 6-CL and 7-CL, and 7-CL and 8-CL, respectively. Brightness, temperature, humidity, audio-factor, visual-factor Product property Taste, flavor, shape, color, chewing sound, texture.
5-CL Subjective Issue
Gender, age, weight, height, hunger, health (eye, ear, nose, tongue, mouth, stomach) sensitivity of sense organs, smoking and preference associated with five senses.
6-CL Schema*, effect of schema*, knowledge of product, information, family education, education, concentration.
7-CL
Age of first eat, frequency of eating, cooking experience, ability of association, direction of association, preference of family, hobby, first impression, demand of unconsciousness state, ideology, feeling after eating, faith, rationality, religious teaching, frequency of dreaming, similarity of eating habit.
8-CL
Eating while pregnant, given digestibility, willingness, awareness of mind, frequency of meditation.
From the perspective of CAC, VF1, VF2 and VF3 are equivalent to the experiences of CAC and CACP in its lifecycle, Exp_CAC, and Exp_CACP, respectively.
Virtual food influences preference and acceptance, and serves as the funda-mental frame of reference to decision making and consumption of food. When a food is a good match with the virtual food held in mind, it will be accepted; if it is not good match, the food will be rejected. Thus, non-substance virtual food may play an important role in shaping expectations about food. Figure 16 illustrates VFs in the mCML process related to food consumption.
Virtual foods can elicit insensible subjective experiences associated with perception stages. Therefore, the response to the external world will be similarly affected by VF under the influence of CACP in terms of the hierarchical aspects.
In general, the mind states so called emotion, mood, pleasure and sorrow are considered that they are determined by variables and factors such as personality and environmental circumstances. Several studies have demonstrated that people automatically evaluate all stimuli (social and nonsocial objects and events) as either good or bad (Fazio et al., 1986; Bargh et al., 1996) . The automatic terms suggest that there is a well-established system on working in our consciousness system. Thus, any food-related behavior may be regarded as the outcome of perception process like a food reward (Berthoud et al., 2011) via 3-WBP across mCML.
Application of CM Theory to Food Related Issues
Cognitive Sensory Evaluation of Food
Since any event does not occur independently but affected by various causal factors in both internal and external worlds, the classification of such factors into the relevant layer of consciousness, CML, is necessary to understand the real cause. Various approaches to characterizing the mental interactions among contextualized signals have been reported (Booth & Freeman, 1993; Bruns & Grunert, 1995; Booth, 2008; Booth et al., 2008) . To disentangle the causes of taste, Chun (2002) and, Jin and Chun (2004) classified food and non-food issues into two categories pertaining to elements of consciousness; objective and subjective issues according to Vasubandhu's logic as defined in Table 1 .
The objective category primarily includes those attributes of food addressed by food sensory science (Meilgaard et al., 2006) ; the subjective category also includes some issues that can be assessed by conventional sensory tests. And it includes non-food related issues like lifestyle, and personality. In order to clarify Figure 16 . Schematic illustration of Virtual Food in mCML inter-perception.
the psychological reactions that affect food choice and acceptance, it is necessary to understand how food-related and non-food related stimuli are cognitively merged into the stream of consciousness. The current sensory evaluation of food has the weakness for limitation of testing by sensory organs without revealing mind states arising from consuming food. In this regard, the cognitive sensory evaluation, CSE method based on the concept of mCML with 3-WBP logic was proposed by author (Chun, 2002) . The terminology 'Cognitive' is more oriented to decision maker, self, than sensing organ at reception step serving acquiring input data. When tasting a food, we try it first, and followed by judgement whether it is familiar or not based on the similarity between one and the other reminding from past experiences, and also concern about following reaction and so on. Therefore, evaluating food acceptance is different from conventional sensory evaluations. According to Vasubandhu's multi-layered consciousness (mCML) theory (Anacker, 1984) , conventional sensory evaluations tap the sensory responses of respondents at low levels of consciousness, called 5-CL and 6-CL (Chun, 2000 (Chun, , 2001 . From this perspective, cognitive sensory evaluation (CSE) of food acceptance is based on full consciousness levels including higher levels of consciousness, namely 7-CL and 8-CL. We can grasp the relationship between food-related complexities and food-related behavior of individual consumers using the mCML approach.
The contents of questionnaire for cognitive sensory (CSQ) evaluation were designed to inquire the responses of the issues in Table 1 as described elsewhere (Chun, 2000 (Chun, , 2002 Shine & Chun, 2004) , and the response to the survey has been presented in terms of cognitive sensory barcode (CSB) and cognitive sensory frequencies (CSF, not shown at here because the conversion is need additional procedure), as shown in Figure 17 .
The irregular Overall Cognitive Sensory Barcode, OCCB pattern is the characteristic perception of food, which represents the overall cognitive sensory responses of an individual subject and reflects both subjective and objective sensory issues as listed in Table 1 . The height of the bar represents the degree of 
Simplified Questionnaire for Cognitive Sensory Evaluation
The original CSQ was designed to assess consumers' evaluation of the taste of food. A 7-point rating scale was used which was based on three-way branch perception (3-WBP) at 5-CL, and 3-WBP at high levels of consciousness including 6-, 7-, and 8-CL. However, the CSQ including 148 items was too complex and took a long time to complete. Thus, we attempted to simplify the questionnaire by reducing the number of questions.
The simplified Cognitive Sensory Questionnaire (sCSQ) was designed to encompass four dimensions of the layers of consciousness, which consist of 11 consciousness components, called componential factors. Each factor includes three items as illustrated in Table 2 showing 2 consciousness layers; 7-CL and 8-CL as the examples.
A Survey method
The sCSQ was applicable to any food item, and particular questions could be added for a given food item. The sCSQ was internally consistent, as 70% of the scales had Cronbach's alpha values >0.6. The factor analysis with varimax rotation revealed that the 11 consciousness factors accounted for 57.6% of the variance in the questionnaire, demonstrating the structural validity of the sCSQ consciousness factors.
1) Subjects and Sample Foods
The sCSQ survey was administered to 826 participants representing three income levels: high (24%); middle (44.5%); and low income (31%0. Of these, 27.2% were high school graduates, 28.0% were junior college graduates, and 44.7% were university graduates. I think my food lifestyle is affected some by religious teachings.
I eat food with thanks to God.
Belief in Tradition
Tradition is first factor considered when choosing a food company.
I believe that there are some indefinable aspects of my mother's presence in a dish she has prepared.
Traditional restraints have their own typical hidden tastes.
8-CL Inheritance
My attitude toward food takes after my parents' attitudes.
My appetite comes from my parents.
My personality comes from my parents.
Transcendence I agree that telepathy exists.
I have self-control.
I am aware of my mental world.
Mind/Soul I believe in prophecy.
I think that reading another's mind is technically possible.
I favor internal perception over external phenomena.
Their ages ranged from 30 to 60 years; 37.9% were in their 30s, 31.1% in their 40s, and 31.0% in their 50s. They included housewives that did not work outside the home (65%) and jobholders (35%).
The subjects were from southwest, southeast, northwest, and northeast districts of Seoul. Each district was represented by >200 participants. Questions about the attitudes toward Korean wheat products were included in the sCSQ.
2) Procedure to create the CSET pattern
The Cognitive Sensory Evaluation Table, CSET, is composed of six columns and 14 rows that match the numbers of question or component consciousness factors as shown in Table 2 and the detailes of the table was described elsewhere (Cho et al., 2012) (Figure 18 ). Black or grey filling in the triangle represents positive and negative influences, respectively. Both triangle and numeric figures are presented for ease of recognition by readers. As depicted in the completed CSET, the intensity of influence of the associated factors can be recognized at a glance.
B. Survey Results
Further simplified coverall CSET, OCSET, was used to present and As indicated in the CSET, potato chips are highly affected by 5-CL, and the taste factor is associated with the 7-CL. For practical application a simplified CSET, called OCSET was developed as shown in Figure 19 .
Comparing the OCSETs of the eight food items tested, peppermint candy and sport drink-PA were closely associated with 5-CL and in contrast, coffee is re- Figure 18 . The completed CSET of potato chip. The dimension and componential factor of consciousness and the category of acceptances are presented at the left and top of the Table, respectively. lated to upper consciousness layers 7-CL and 8-CL. Peppermint candy is uniformly rated in the component of sound across the entire dimensions. Through the completed OCSET we could understand from where and how food acceptance are originated and associated both sensorial and consciousness components.
For instance, coffee is very helpful drink for insight internal mind and associated with intelligent working such as writing and planning something, and in contrast, it is not recommendable for sportsmen that are relied on the intensive sensory response. The OCSET is a kind of pattern image recognizable at a glance like a weather map showing size and density of cloud which forcast state of weather of a district. And it will be one of the alternative method presenting consumer's responses to food and other fields.
Case Study 2. Interpretation of Morning sickness of pregnant women Pregnancy is a unique life-creating phenomenon, but the mother herself, does not know when another self, baby_CACP, comes to her, mom_CACP, until particular symptoms (mass increased as baby_CACM and mom_CACM) appear after some time. One of the symptoms is Emesis gravidarum (EB), known as a morning sickness, which affects the appetite and taste perception of food, which has to be shared between two selves; mom_CACM and baby_CACM. Since the pregnancy progresses unconsciously, the mCML approach is necessary for understanding what and how consciousness layers are involved and processed, and it sheds important light on what is happening in the world of consciousness. This is the reason why a comparison study is needed between pregnant and nonpregnant experienced women groups.
Appetite has been extensively studied in conjunction with human health problems such as illness and obesity; however, little is known about the fetus. In general, pregnancy experiences Emesis gravidarum (EG), (Bowen, 1992; Ortega, 2001 ). In consciousness perspective, the emergence of life of a new baby_CAC starts with a fertilized cell, dad_CAC and mom_CAC, and grows into an entire body, baby_CACM, characterized by an increasingly complex neurological system that controls itself as illustrated with Figure 20 .
During the pregnancy period, nutrients are supplied through the mother's digestion system for two purposes: one to support the mother (mom_CACM) and fetus (baby_CACM), and the other to support the construction of the new neural network, which seems to progress outside of the consciousness of the mother, mom_CACP (Figure 20(a) ). In the absence of an adequate neuronal system, the fetus shares the mother's communications network as a member of the mom_ CACP family. This tells us that the baby_CACP is under the activity zone of mom_CACP (Figure 20(b) ). This situation strongly implies that two lives reside in the fertilized cell (mom_CACP and baby-CACP) and participate in controlling the entire life course, including food consumption. It would be difficult to assert that mothers and fetus have identical mind; thus, the newcomer baby_CACP must have moved in with its own subjective experiences Exp_CAC codified into genetic codes, containing its experience history encoded in 8-CL in terms of Exp_CAC and Exp_CACP experiences.
The author hypothesized that pregnant women would experience a phenomenal change in appetite caused by underlying CAC changes as well as changes in the environment CML (Exp_CAC and Exp_CACP) including external and internal phenomena such as physiological programming (Exp_CACP). Events in 5-CL and 6-CL may represent the environment of the self, or 7-CL. The genetic record emerging from previous generations (Exp_CAC and Exp_CACP) affects the mother's food-related behaviors (Exp_CACM), including those involved in the morning sickness during pregnancy.
One remarkable change in appetite is found among pregnant women in morning sickness. This particular food behavior has been accepted as a natural phenomenon that occurs in the early stages of pregnancy and disappears as the pregnancy advances. However, this change is not merely a physiological phenomenon, and rather it involves a significant change in the food evaluation process that affects food appetite and acceptance which are closely associated with food taste, choice, consumption and health (Lim, 2005) .
A. Survey Method Cognitive Sensory Questionnaire for Pregnancy Survey
The CSQ addresses all items defined in Table 1 . It consisted of questions about the subjective category, including questions on information about subject issues about health and lifestyle, about food attitude and behavior, regarding particular experience regarding pregnancies. It also included questions about feeling, satisfaction for each component, and overall satisfaction after consumption of food. The CSQ test does not restrict environmental conditions because the internal environment is too complex to control; for instance, 5-CL and 6-CL may be the environments for the egocentric 7-CL.
The questions on the CSQ test are illustrated as the followings with the answers to the bracket.
Objective category, referred to 5-CL: What is the color of the potato chips?
(white, white-yellowish, yellow, brownish-yellow, brown); Did you have any change in appetite?; Was there any change in quantity of your meal? (not at all, slightly, quite, much, very much). Subjective category, referred to 6-CL, 7-CL, and 8-CL: How much do you know about potato chips? (nothing at all, little, fair, much, and very much) for 6-CL; How responsive are you toward a new food? (not at all, little, fair, much, and very much), What does eating potato chips to cause you to imagine? (noth- ing at all, potato or fruit, bear, friends, event or business) for 7-CL; How often have you eaten potato chips while pregnant? (not at all, quite seldom, seldom, often, very often); Do you have any dreams particularly associated with pregnancy? (not at all, quite seldom, seldom, often, very often) for 8-CL. Componential and overall satisfaction: Do you like the color of the potato chip? (extremely dislike, dislike, slightly dislike, neutral, slightly like, like, extremely like).
The subjects and food items included in the CSQ should be selected in consideration of consciousness issues for subject groups who had differently experienced by particular event with regard to a typical food item; for example, potato chips on which subjects have a wide range of age with different exposure periods for a certain subject group.
B. Survey Results In order to investigate the effect of pregnancy on personal life style, respondents composed of 2 groups: Non experience pregnancy, PN (n = 98) and experience pregnacy, PY (n = 65) groups were clustered into four food-related-lifestyle (FRL) groups: (Lim et al., 2008) .
Group-L1 (adventurous), Group-L2 (rational), Group-L3 (conservative), and Group-L4 (uninvolved) by applying segmentation method (Bredahl & Grunert, 1997 ) (see legends in Figure 21 ). There is a significant association between food-(a) (b) Figure 21 . Food-related lifestyle cluster representations of PN (n = 98) (a) and PY (n = 65) (b) subjects in terms of the first two dimensions of the multiple factor analysis.
related lifestyle and experience of pregnancy (chi-square = 16.53, p < 0.001). As much as 41.5% of the PY group were placed into Group-L2, and nearly onequarter (23.1%) were classified into Group-L3 (see dotted circle in Figure   21 (b)), whereas slightly over one-third (34.3%) of the PN group was classified as Group-L1, and more than one-quarter (27.3%) were placed into Group-L4 (see dotted circle in Figure 21(a) ).
Members of the PY group were more prevalent (64.6%) than those in the PN group ( The CSE questionnaire, CSQ, was comparatively examined by the FRL questionnaire (Scholderer et al., 2004) which was based on a hierarchical cognitive structure Gutman, 1982) . The comparison showed that almost all the issues covered by the FRL were related to the behaviors caused by combinations of several CMLs, as shown in Table 3 .
Accordingly, data obtained within the FRL measurement using the meansends approach to consumer behavior (Olson & Reynolds, 1983) was consistent with the proposed causal role played by consciousness of self at the upper level of the mCML hierarchy. In addition, 5-CL and 6-CL were similar to the bottom level of the FRL framework, which was associated with situation-specific input at the stage of perceiving an external object. Therefore, lifestyle can be considered an outcome of a consciousness inter-perception process controlled by egoistic personal values constructed at 7-CL. The PY group obtained high scores for both women's tasks (mean score, 3.97) and specialty shops (4.42), whereas the PN group obtained high scores of five dimensions: whole family (4.92), security (4.67), enjoyment of shopping (4.95), interest in cooking (4.76), and social relationships (5.40). With regard to Chun's mCML approach, four of the seven dimensions were associated with 7-CL alone, and only one dimension was associated with 6-CL. These analyses showed that significant differences between the PN and PY groups in the dimensions considered to be the most important may have resulted from the involvement of 7-CL rather from that of 5-CL and 6-CL.In summary, any substantial food-related behavioral differences in the two groups was determined by the hierarchical top-down process of consciousness.
As reflected on the MDS positional plots illustrating food acceptance ( Figure   22 (a)) and food consumption (Figure 22(b) ) among PN and PY groups, the responses from PN subjects were densely concentrated in a narrow and limited zone of the sphere plots and in contrast, those of PY subjects were widely scattered across the sphere as shown in Figure 22 . "a" refers to the dimensions relation to 6-CL, "b" refers to the dimensions related to 7-CL.
The pattern of responses to questions about food consumption differed from that to questions about food acceptance. These differences suggest that the experience of pregnancy shifts attitudes about food toward broader food consumption because the motivations behind food-related decisions become more focused on the entire family, CACP family.
On the basis of data obtained from the survey derived from Chun's concept of causal consciousness and from the FRL which was based on actual behaviors (Scholderer et al., 2004) . We found that the experience of pregnancy affected food-related attitudes and behaviors including food preferences, choices, consumption, and satisfaction.
This comparative study of two groups of women, PY and PN, yielded two distinct facts: EG significantly affects food consumption, and the influence of EG is attenuated in a second or later pregnancy. The influence of EG on food consumption behavior signifies a notable change in the judgment on food during and after pregnancy, and prompts questions about pregnancy in terms of cause and effect in dietary life.
The pregnancy is the growth of a new consciousness system baby_CACP in the existing life regime mom_CACP, or a two-ego system in one physical body baby_CACM in mom_CACM. EG may be a lag phase or a transition state in which the two egos referred to 7-CL or subjects adapt and compromise on their different needs for the food. In this regard, virtual food (Chun, 2003) con-structed in the background of the consciousness and different food experiences may potentially serve as references (inference memories stored in either 6-CL or 8-CL) in the judgment of food for consumption (see Figure 15 ).
It may be considered that two subjects communicate with each other in reaching a compromise. As this work is at too early a phase to consider neural signaling, serious consideration should be given to wireless communication via the consciousness channel. In this way, a certain layer of consciousness such as 8-CL, as a top mind level, may have a role as a communication partnered with an inter-subjects regime, CACP family. Although, it is results of from a small sample group and a particular food, it strongly suggests that consciousness approaches is promising new study area for psychologists to reach out.
Discussion
A decade ago, author carried out research projects of food taste subject and its relation to food choice, and realized difficulties arisen from the mind states of consumer which is fundamentally inaccessible area for food scientists. Particularly, food taste is closely associated with subjective experience cumulated during one's life course including genetic factor. As long as mind state concerned, it is matter of psychology, and if then, can psychologists resolve the food problems such as sweet and sour which are closely related to material science? Which area will be appropriate between food science and psychology to access the problematic mind state? After long speculation on this matter, author reached a conclusion that food scientists is better qualified to deal the problem because food scientist and psychologist are equally living with mind and no difference in pursuing the true nature of mind.
Although psychology covers various mind states and associated human behaviors, these are a part of resultants of mind reaction taken place at the surface of mind but not from the mind itself. In contrast, food scientists know well about methodology with which systematic approach from sensible search for insensible inferences are possible and they know how to use hypothetical modeling, simulation, data processing and establishment of relevant rule or theory in terms of the cause-and-effect approach. As mentioned, there are many findings and supporting theory in pure and applied sciences for food scientists to grasp the mind world.
First thing is to understand the terminologies used in the mind world because there is no clear classification of mind, and thus mind states are understood so confusing with complexity of knowledge, awareness, consciousness, unconsciousness, mind and spirit. Accordingly, author tried to unify these terms with a single consciousness spectrum in such scientific way as wave length.
The CM theory is explainable self, life cycle, subjective experiences, and various mind states using new terminologies such as CM, CF, CA, CAC, CACM, CACP and others. Application of Vasubandhu's theory dividing the mind into a multilayered structure of consciousness leads to arguments about the divided mind as based on irrationality (Tuske, 1999) and about tastes sensed by the ton-gue as derived not from 5-CL but rather from a system-wide process yielding a decision. Author supports the latter account but the division into several subsystems aids in understanding how the system works as a whole. In this context, the validity of the proposed path model , constructed by combining subjective (non-food memories) and objective factors (food-related memories), was investigated with respect to routes based on the hypothesis that causal routes represent a main routine of the 'software' governing this path. It was hypothesized that this path was triggered by unconscious factors, but that the effective route was regulated consciously. The role of cause and effect reactions to shaping expectations and rewards entails that memories of historical experiences will serve as important references for decision-making (Wansink, 2003) .
In the application of CM-theory, consciousness processing was demonstrated with food acceptance processing model along with feedback control logic in 5-CL level for supplying acquired data onto upper layers where processing time units are different, and thus arbitrary time units are applied. This implies that future, present, and past are integrated into the path (Raftopoulos, 2001 ) via conscious and unconscious processes (Dehaene & Naccache, 2001 ).
Among the consciousness layer, the rating of their importance is hard to define, because every layer has a given roles, however, 7-CL as an egocentric decision-maker judging Virtual food in stored 8-CL, plays is the central role in the processing.
Author like to address that the relationship between objective and subjective experiences is understood as the case of particular and general solutions encountered in the solution of differential equation because the former is valid only in a given boundary condition Therefore, factors affecting the taste of food tremendously increase the complexity that renders the experience of taste inaccessible to methods that confine "knowledge" to continuously accumulating files of data. In short, the increasing experimental data are of little help when attempting to access the nature of the taste of food. The ultimate goal of a consciousness-oriented approach is not to add variables to those that have already been established as contributing to the evaluation of the taste of food, but rather to condense these factors into a fundamental mental framework that accounts for the emergence of particular tastes.
The mCML approaches to seem to suggest the existence of a divided mind based in irrationality (Tuske, 1999) . However, the division into several subsystems aids in understanding how the system works as a whole. Categorizing food and behavioral issues into relevant layers leaves ample room for adjusting the boundaries of categories given the ambiguity in terminology and definitions (e.g., "schema in 6-CL", "cooking experience in 7-CL", etc.).
The sense of taste with respect to food is of particular importance in terms of the processes by which sensory experiences link the external world to the world of the mind. Indeed, sensing via the tongue is not momentary; this experience lasts several hours and is perceived at varying levels of intensity that operates unconsciously (Haynes & Rees, 2006) .
These factors influence appetite, satiation, and satisfaction in dynamic ways that differ among individuals with different judgment criteria; these criteria are not adequately explained in conventional ways of reference to concepts of consciousness.
The influence of EG on food consumption signals a notable change in judgments about food during and after pregnancy, and begs questions about the cause and effect of pregnancy with regard to dietary habits. First, what is the nature of pregnancy from the perspective of consciousness? Is it the growth of a new consciousness system within an existing life, a configuration of two selves, or the establishment of a two-ego system in one physical body? Second, what does EG mean? It might represent a phase involving self-discipline or a transitional state in which the two egos refer to 7-CL to adopt a new dual system whereby compromise between the different needs for food emanating from the two selves is achieved. In this context, virtual food (Chun, 2003) , constructed in the background of consciousness and from memories stored in either 7-CL or 8-CL, as well as different food experiences might serve as references for the judgments underlying food consumption. Third, does it possible for the two subjects to communicate with each other in order to reach a compromise, thus avoiding critical damage to both selves using a mechanism resemble a hotline that spans dual neural networks? Because the neural networking of the fetus is not sufficiently developed to consider the operation of neural signaling, should serious consideration be given to a form of wireless communication via the consciousness channel? In this way, 8-CL, the highest level, might play a role as a communications tower in the inter-subjective realm of 7-CL and 8-CL.
Considering the remarkable effect of EG on dietary behavior, and on food consumption during pregnancy in particular, the changes in consciousness should be considered to be variables in the food acceptance process. Thus, the experience of pregnancy may occupy an important position in a woman's reference memory, influencing dietary behaviors such as food preferences and satisfaction. This strongly suggests that the content and factors of the food evaluation process can differentiate between women who have been pregnant and those who have not. Thus, we believe that the latent consciousness layer governing the sensorial organ is activated during pregnancy to navigate forward mutual benefit of two.
The CM theory can be applied to other fields, and one of them is the musical expression of food taste. Kim et al. (2005) demonstrated methodology how musical score of potato chip can be constructed from the cognitive sensory barcode when time units of the relevant CML (see Figure 17 ) are set.in the mCML processing pathway. This suggests that food taste can be presented by other ways aside the current sensory method.
